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questo libro presenta i risultati di ampie ricerche archivistiche e bibliografiche condotte dall autrice all interno dell
archivio e della biblioteca del monastero di san nicolò l arena di catania con l intento di comprendere modalità e tempi
della formazione di una delle più importanti raccolte librarie della città di catania l archivio benedettino conservato nel
fondo delle corporazioni soppresse dell archivio di stato di catania è stato analizzato dettagliatamente al fine di
raccogliere tutte le informazioni in esso contenute relative ad acquisti di libri e altro materiale per la cura la gestione e
l arricchimento della biblioteca intesa nel duplice significato di edificio deputato allo studio e alla conservazione e di
raccolta di libri 279 3 1792 276 1573 447 the biennial of architectural and urban restoration is composed by a series of
cultural events like seminars shows art exhibitions projections of documentaries debates visits all open and also aimed
to the public the purpose of these activities is to bring out the architectural and urban local heritage and raise public
awareness to its protection creating an international forum of discussion between countries with similar problems but
various economic and socio political situations historians discuss the 1970s as an era of deep transformations and even
structural rupture in western societies for the first time cities contested engages in this debate from the perspective of
comparative urban history examining the struggles in and about urban space at a time when ideas about the city and
concepts of urban planning were being reconsidered this book discusses the structural rupture of the time by
comparing case studies of italian and western german cities analyzing central issues of urban politics urban renewal
and heritage and urban protest and social movements an original contribution to current debates on the transition from
industrial modernity to post fordist societies as well as to urban history and the history of social movements cities
contested draws on the parallel histories of italy and germany to propose new questions and new avenues for
investigation places are locations of value where psychological and cultural needs are satisfied human relationships
with particular environments play a key role in motivating developing and nurturing the life of societies
undifferentiated space becomes place as we understand it better and its built and natural forms become endowed with
value however misunderstanding the critical importance of heritage locations particularly based on rejection of local
and regional distinctiveness has often led to their destruction featuring essays from across central europe and beyond
and aimed at practitioners decision makers and concerned citizens alike this book raises awareness about the
responsibility that we bear for every action taken that modifies the formal and socio cultural context potentially these
actions can negatively impact the cultural landscape learning to recognize the essential value of heritage to the place
ness of our cities and landscapes is vital in helping us to preserve and enjoy their intrinsic beauty and cultural
importance acknowledgments map of southern europe introduction southern europe and the making of a global
revolutionary south conspiracy and military careers in the napoleonic wars pronunciamentos and the military origins
of the revolutions civil wars armies guerrilla warfare and mobilization in the rural world national wars of liberation
and the end of the revolutionary experiences crossing the mediterranean volunteers mercenaries refugees re
conceiving territories the revolutions as territorial crises electing parliamentary assemblies petitioning in the name of
the constitution shaping public opinion taking control of public space a counterrevolutionary public sphere the popular
culture of absolutism christianity against despotism a revolution within the church epilogue unfinished business the
age of revolutions after the 1820s chronology bibliography index since late antiquity relics have provided a privileged
spiritual bond between life and death between human beings and divinity royalty nobility and clergy all tried to
obtain the most prestigious remains of sacred bodies since they granted influence and fame and allowed the cult
around them to be used as a means of sacralization power and propaganda this volume traces the development of the
veneration of relics in europe and how these objects were often catalysts for the establishment of major pilgrimage
sites that are still in use today the book features an international panel of contributors taking a wide ranging look at
relic worship across europe from late antiquity until the present day they begin with a focus on the role of relics in
jacobean pilgrimage before looking at the link between relics and their shrines more generally the book then focuses
in on two major issues in the study of relics the stealing of relics furta sacra and their modern day scientific
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examination and authentication these topics demonstrate not only symbolic importance of relics but also their role as
physical historical objects in material religious expression this is a fascinating collection featuring the latest scholarship
on relics and pilgrimage across europe it will therefore be of great interested to academics working in pilgrimage
religious history material religion and religious studies as well as anthropology archaeology art and cultural studies
consists of separately numbered series of publications of the parlamento as a whole the senato and the camera dei
deputati each session is divided into disegni di leggi documenti and discussioni dirk krausmÜller an ambiguous
authority pseudo dionysius the areopagite and the debate about the care of the dead 6th 11th century pablo a cavallero
doble en la hagiografía relator y públicocarmelo crimi i versi per la domenica di pasqua di arsenio testo traduzione
commentosanto lucÀ la parva catechesis di teodoro studita in italia meridionale un nuovo testimone ritrovato a melfi in
basilicata augusta acconcia longo i percorsi di una leggenda eliodoro virgilio faustguillaume saint guillain the conquest
of monemvasia by the franks date and contextdomenico surace la corrispondenza teologica con paolo di samosata cpg
1705 1708 1709 considerazioni sull editio princeps romana del 1608salvatore costanza trattati metabizantini di
psefomanzia sulla vita coniugale athen ebe 1265 ff 49v 51v 61r e 1275 f 49v ibi 211 ff 46r 48v kostis pavlou solomòs fra
italiano e greco la designificazione di uno stilema neoclassicopubblicazioni ricevute a cura di laura zadra structural
studies repairs and maintenance of heritage architecture xvii the importance of retaining the built cultural heritage
cannot be overstated rapid development and inappropriate conservation techniques are threatening many heritage
unique sites in different parts of the world selected papers presented at the 17th international conference on studies
repairs and maintenance of heritage architecture are included in this volume they address a series of topics related to
the historical aspects and the reuse of heritage buildings as well as technical issues on the structural integrity of
different types of buildings such as those constructed with materials as varied as iron and steel concrete masonry wood
or earth restoration processes require the appropriate characterisation of those materials the modes of construction and
the structural behaviour of the building this knowledge can be gained through a series of material characterisation
techniques preferably via non destructive tests modern computer simulation can provide accurate results
demonstrating the stress state of the building and possible failure mechanisms affecting its stability of particular
importance are studies related to their dynamic and earthquake behaviour aiming to provide an assessment of the
seismic vulnerability of heritage buildings contributions originate from scientists architects engineers and restoration
experts from all over the world and deal with different aspects of heritage buildings including how to formulate
regulatory policies to ensure effective ways of preserving the architectural heritage earthquake resistant engineering
structures xiii papers presented at the 13th international conference on earthquake resistant engineering structures
form this volume and cover basic and applied research in the various fields of earthquake engineering relevant to the
design of structures major earthquakes and associated effects such as tsunamis continue to stress the need to carry out
more research on those topics the problems will intensify as population pressure results in buildings in regions of high
seismic vulnerability a better understanding of these phenomena is required to design earthquake resistant structures
and to carry out risk assessments and vulnerability studies the problem of protecting the built environment in
earthquake prone regions involves not only the optimal design and construction of new facilities but also the
upgrading and rehabilitation of existing structures including heritage buildings the type of highly specialized
retrofitting employed to protect the built heritage is an important area of research the included papers cover such
topics as seismic hazard and tsunamis building performance during earthquakes structural vulnerability seismic
isolation and energy dissipation passive earthquake protection systems what can fables and fairytales tell us of law its
practices and ideals drawing on real and metaphorical literary and jurisprudential accounts and practices of law this
volume reveals that law has recourse to fables and fairytales as moral exempla as a new form of law and literature
found in diverse sources ranging from the fables of de la fontaine and fairytales of perrault and grimm to the modern
fairytales of true blood and harry potter this 1995 book is a detailed study of sicilian life and economy in the
transitional reign of frederick iii 1296 1337 this book presents emerging perspectives on disaster resilience and human
settlements in the larger context of the anthropocene the chapters explore urban and rural perspectives focusing on
the current and emerging perspectives on disaster resilience through a holistic approach involving scientists
humanists planners policymakers and professionals in the global debate this edited collection examines the formation of
urban networks and role of gateways in europe from the middle ages to the modern world in the past gateway cities
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were merely perceived as transport points only relevant to maritime shipping today they are seen as the organic
entities coordinating the allocation of resources and supporting the growth efficiency and sustainability of logistics
including both the transport and distribution of goods and services using different historical case studies the authors
consider how logistics shaped urban networks and were shaped by them particularly in the humanities and social
sciences festschrifts are a popular forum for discussion the ijbf provides quick and easy general access to these
important resources for scholars and students the festschrifts are located in state and regional libraries and their
bibliographic details are recorded since 1983 more than 659 000 articles from more than 30 500 festschrifts published
between 1977 and 2011 have been catalogued this comprehensive bibliography and research guide details all the
works currently available on vincenzo bellini the italian opera composer best known for his work norma which is still
regularly performed today at covent garden and by regional opera companies 2001 the bicentennial anniversary of
bellini s death saw several concerts and recordings of his work raising his academic profile this volume aims to meet
the research needs of all students of bellini in particular italiano in un momento così significativo per la storia europea
e mondiale questo volume vuole essere la raccolta di riflessioni scientifiche condotte sui rapporti tra le scelte politiche
le azioni militari e la fisionomia delle città e del paesaggio urbano sull evoluzione delle strutture e delle tecniche di
difesa sulla rappresentazione della guerra e dei suoi effetti sull immagine urbana sul recupero delle tracce della
memoria cittadina da una parte il campo delle digital humanities apre nuove prospettive per studiare l immagine della
città prima durante e dopo la guerra dall altro le tecnologie digitali impegnano studiosi e ricercatori di varie discipline
in particolare nell ambito del disegno viene esplorato il ruolo della rappresentazione nella formulazione dei progetti
urbani di difesa e nella documentazione degli eventi bellici e delle tracce lasciate dai conflitti mentre nell ambito del
restauro vengono approfondite le sfide teoriche e pratiche imposte dai danni arrecati dai conflitti ai centri storici
passando in rassegna casi studio soluzioni e dibattiti relativi alla conservazione del patrimonio urbano coinvolto in azioni
di guerra con un attenzione particolare all identità e alla memoria collettiva english at such a significant moment in
european and world history this volume aims to be a collection of scientific reflections about the relationships between
political choices military actions and the physiognomy of cities and the urban landscape about the evolution of defence
structures and techniques about the representation of war and its effects on the urban image and about the recovery of
the traces of city memory on the one hand the field of digital humanities opens up new perspectives to study the
image of the city before during and after the war on the other hand digital technologies engage academics and
researchers from various disciplines in particular in the area of drawing the role of representation in the formulation
of urban defence projects and in the documentation of wartime events and the traces left behind by conflicts is
explored while in the area of conservation the theoretical and practical challenges imposed by the damage caused by
conflicts to historic centres are explored reviewing case studies solutions and debates relating to the conservation of
urban heritage involved in wartime actions with a focus on identity and collective memory set me as a seal upon thy
heart constructions of female sanctity in late antiquity the middle ages and the early modern period is a collection of
essays focusing on saintly women s representations both in eastern and western christianity starting from late
antiquity to the high middle ages and early modernity the volume discusses two different categories in relation to the
conceptualization of female sanctity the context of their construction in hagiographic sources and the emergent power
rendered by their martyrdoms it offers a transdisciplinary perspective on the present research carried out in the fields
of hagiography history and art history the history of the jews in sicily covers a period of over a thousand years from
antiquity to the expulsion based on some 40 000 archival records most of them hitherto unpublished it illustrates the
political legal economic social and religious vicissitudes of the jewish minority and its relations with the surrounding
majority of romans moslems and christians while the antecedents of the jewish presence on the island are shrouded in
mystery more and more historical records surface with the passage of time
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Imprese e capitali stranieri a Catania tra '800 e '900

1998

questo libro presenta i risultati di ampie ricerche archivistiche e bibliografiche condotte dall autrice all interno dell
archivio e della biblioteca del monastero di san nicolò l arena di catania con l intento di comprendere modalità e tempi
della formazione di una delle più importanti raccolte librarie della città di catania l archivio benedettino conservato nel
fondo delle corporazioni soppresse dell archivio di stato di catania è stato analizzato dettagliatamente al fine di
raccogliere tutte le informazioni in esso contenute relative ad acquisti di libri e altro materiale per la cura la gestione e
l arricchimento della biblioteca intesa nel duplice significato di edificio deputato allo studio e alla conservazione e di
raccolta di libri

La biblioteca dei Benedettini di san Nicolò l’Arena a Catania

2020-02-20

279 3

Gli scacchi a Catania e provincia alla fine dell’Ottocento

1996

1792 276

Gli scacchi a Catania alla fine dell’Ottocento

2023-06-21T00:00:00+02:00

1573 447

La cattedrale medievale di Catania

2023-02-01T00:00:00+01:00

the biennial of architectural and urban restoration is composed by a series of cultural events like seminars shows art
exhibitions projections of documentaries debates visits all open and also aimed to the public the purpose of these
activities is to bring out the architectural and urban local heritage and raise public awareness to its protection creating
an international forum of discussion between countries with similar problems but various economic and socio political
situations

Gli inutili ingombri

2016-03-03T00:00:00+01:00

historians discuss the 1970s as an era of deep transformations and even structural rupture in western societies for the
first time cities contested engages in this debate from the perspective of comparative urban history examining the
struggles in and about urban space at a time when ideas about the city and concepts of urban planning were being
reconsidered this book discusses the structural rupture of the time by comparing case studies of italian and western
german cities analyzing central issues of urban politics urban renewal and heritage and urban protest and social
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movements an original contribution to current debates on the transition from industrial modernity to post fordist
societies as well as to urban history and the history of social movements cities contested draws on the parallel histories
of italy and germany to propose new questions and new avenues for investigation

Catania borghese nell'età del Risorgimento. A teatro, al circolo, alle urne

2018-09-02

places are locations of value where psychological and cultural needs are satisfied human relationships with particular
environments play a key role in motivating developing and nurturing the life of societies undifferentiated space
becomes place as we understand it better and its built and natural forms become endowed with value however
misunderstanding the critical importance of heritage locations particularly based on rejection of local and regional
distinctiveness has often led to their destruction featuring essays from across central europe and beyond and aimed at
practitioners decision makers and concerned citizens alike this book raises awareness about the responsibility that we
bear for every action taken that modifies the formal and socio cultural context potentially these actions can negatively
impact the cultural landscape learning to recognize the essential value of heritage to the place ness of our cities and
landscapes is vital in helping us to preserve and enjoy their intrinsic beauty and cultural importance

Proceedings of the 4th Biennial of Architectural and Urban Restoration. Host of
the Itinerant Congress Hidden Cultural Heritage: Under Water, Under
Ground and Within Buildings

2004

acknowledgments map of southern europe introduction southern europe and the making of a global revolutionary
south conspiracy and military careers in the napoleonic wars pronunciamentos and the military origins of the
revolutions civil wars armies guerrilla warfare and mobilization in the rural world national wars of liberation and the
end of the revolutionary experiences crossing the mediterranean volunteers mercenaries refugees re conceiving
territories the revolutions as territorial crises electing parliamentary assemblies petitioning in the name of the
constitution shaping public opinion taking control of public space a counterrevolutionary public sphere the popular
culture of absolutism christianity against despotism a revolution within the church epilogue unfinished business the
age of revolutions after the 1820s chronology bibliography index

Residenze in villa a Catania

2017-05-11

since late antiquity relics have provided a privileged spiritual bond between life and death between human beings
and divinity royalty nobility and clergy all tried to obtain the most prestigious remains of sacred bodies since they
granted influence and fame and allowed the cult around them to be used as a means of sacralization power and
propaganda this volume traces the development of the veneration of relics in europe and how these objects were
often catalysts for the establishment of major pilgrimage sites that are still in use today the book features an
international panel of contributors taking a wide ranging look at relic worship across europe from late antiquity until
the present day they begin with a focus on the role of relics in jacobean pilgrimage before looking at the link between
relics and their shrines more generally the book then focuses in on two major issues in the study of relics the stealing
of relics furta sacra and their modern day scientific examination and authentication these topics demonstrate not only
symbolic importance of relics but also their role as physical historical objects in material religious expression this is a
fascinating collection featuring the latest scholarship on relics and pilgrimage across europe it will therefore be of great
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interested to academics working in pilgrimage religious history material religion and religious studies as well as
anthropology archaeology art and cultural studies

Cities Contested

1934

consists of separately numbered series of publications of the parlamento as a whole the senato and the camera dei
deputati each session is divided into disegni di leggi documenti and discussioni

L'ingegnere rivista tecnica del Sindacato nazionale fascista ingegneri

2020

dirk krausmÜller an ambiguous authority pseudo dionysius the areopagite and the debate about the care of the dead
6th 11th century pablo a cavallero doble en la hagiografía relator y públicocarmelo crimi i versi per la domenica di
pasqua di arsenio testo traduzione commentosanto lucÀ la parva catechesis di teodoro studita in italia meridionale un
nuovo testimone ritrovato a melfi in basilicata augusta acconcia longo i percorsi di una leggenda eliodoro virgilio
faustguillaume saint guillain the conquest of monemvasia by the franks date and contextdomenico surace la
corrispondenza teologica con paolo di samosata cpg 1705 1708 1709 considerazioni sull editio princeps romana del
1608salvatore costanza trattati metabizantini di psefomanzia sulla vita coniugale athen ebe 1265 ff 49v 51v 61r e 1275 f
49v ibi 211 ff 46r 48v kostis pavlou solomòs fra italiano e greco la designificazione di uno stilema
neoclassicopubblicazioni ricevute a cura di laura zadra

Gli ebrei a Catania nel XV secolo. Tra istituzioni e società

2007

structural studies repairs and maintenance of heritage architecture xvii the importance of retaining the built cultural
heritage cannot be overstated rapid development and inappropriate conservation techniques are threatening many
heritage unique sites in different parts of the world selected papers presented at the 17th international conference on
studies repairs and maintenance of heritage architecture are included in this volume they address a series of topics
related to the historical aspects and the reuse of heritage buildings as well as technical issues on the structural integrity
of different types of buildings such as those constructed with materials as varied as iron and steel concrete masonry
wood or earth restoration processes require the appropriate characterisation of those materials the modes of
construction and the structural behaviour of the building this knowledge can be gained through a series of material
characterisation techniques preferably via non destructive tests modern computer simulation can provide accurate
results demonstrating the stress state of the building and possible failure mechanisms affecting its stability of particular
importance are studies related to their dynamic and earthquake behaviour aiming to provide an assessment of the
seismic vulnerability of heritage buildings contributions originate from scientists architects engineers and restoration
experts from all over the world and deal with different aspects of heritage buildings including how to formulate
regulatory policies to ensure effective ways of preserving the architectural heritage earthquake resistant engineering
structures xiii papers presented at the 13th international conference on earthquake resistant engineering structures
form this volume and cover basic and applied research in the various fields of earthquake engineering relevant to the
design of structures major earthquakes and associated effects such as tsunamis continue to stress the need to carry out
more research on those topics the problems will intensify as population pressure results in buildings in regions of high
seismic vulnerability a better understanding of these phenomena is required to design earthquake resistant structures
and to carry out risk assessments and vulnerability studies the problem of protecting the built environment in
earthquake prone regions involves not only the optimal design and construction of new facilities but also the
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upgrading and rehabilitation of existing structures including heritage buildings the type of highly specialized
retrofitting employed to protect the built heritage is an important area of research the included papers cover such
topics as seismic hazard and tsunamis building performance during earthquakes structural vulnerability seismic
isolation and energy dissipation passive earthquake protection systems

Alessandro Abate (1867 - 1953)

2012

what can fables and fairytales tell us of law its practices and ideals drawing on real and metaphorical literary and
jurisprudential accounts and practices of law this volume reveals that law has recourse to fables and fairytales as moral
exempla as a new form of law and literature found in diverse sources ranging from the fables of de la fontaine and
fairytales of perrault and grimm to the modern fairytales of true blood and harry potter

Biblioteche e bibliotecari a Catania tra XIX e XX secolo

1770

this 1995 book is a detailed study of sicilian life and economy in the transitional reign of frederick iii 1296 1337

Del ginnasio ed anfiteatro di Catania tra scorsiva dissamina

2016

this book presents emerging perspectives on disaster resilience and human settlements in the larger context of the
anthropocene the chapters explore urban and rural perspectives focusing on the current and emerging perspectives
on disaster resilience through a holistic approach involving scientists humanists planners policymakers and
professionals in the global debate

I «vestigi dei nomi». L'identità di Catania tra storia e mito

2020-03-05

this edited collection examines the formation of urban networks and role of gateways in europe from the middle ages
to the modern world in the past gateway cities were merely perceived as transport points only relevant to maritime
shipping today they are seen as the organic entities coordinating the allocation of resources and supporting the growth
efficiency and sustainability of logistics including both the transport and distribution of goods and services using
different historical case studies the authors consider how logistics shaped urban networks and were shaped by them

Cities and Cultural Landscapes

2005

particularly in the humanities and social sciences festschrifts are a popular forum for discussion the ijbf provides quick
and easy general access to these important resources for scholars and students the festschrifts are located in state and
regional libraries and their bibliographic details are recorded since 1983 more than 659 000 articles from more than 30
500 festschrifts published between 1977 and 2011 have been catalogued
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Catania

2010

this comprehensive bibliography and research guide details all the works currently available on vincenzo bellini the
italian opera composer best known for his work norma which is still regularly performed today at covent garden and
by regional opera companies 2001 the bicentennial anniversary of bellini s death saw several concerts and recordings
of his work raising his academic profile this volume aims to meet the research needs of all students of bellini in
particular

Catania e i suoi paesi

2007

italiano in un momento così significativo per la storia europea e mondiale questo volume vuole essere la raccolta di
riflessioni scientifiche condotte sui rapporti tra le scelte politiche le azioni militari e la fisionomia delle città e del
paesaggio urbano sull evoluzione delle strutture e delle tecniche di difesa sulla rappresentazione della guerra e dei suoi
effetti sull immagine urbana sul recupero delle tracce della memoria cittadina da una parte il campo delle digital
humanities apre nuove prospettive per studiare l immagine della città prima durante e dopo la guerra dall altro le
tecnologie digitali impegnano studiosi e ricercatori di varie discipline in particolare nell ambito del disegno viene
esplorato il ruolo della rappresentazione nella formulazione dei progetti urbani di difesa e nella documentazione degli
eventi bellici e delle tracce lasciate dai conflitti mentre nell ambito del restauro vengono approfondite le sfide teoriche
e pratiche imposte dai danni arrecati dai conflitti ai centri storici passando in rassegna casi studio soluzioni e dibattiti
relativi alla conservazione del patrimonio urbano coinvolto in azioni di guerra con un attenzione particolare all identità
e alla memoria collettiva english at such a significant moment in european and world history this volume aims to be a
collection of scientific reflections about the relationships between political choices military actions and the
physiognomy of cities and the urban landscape about the evolution of defence structures and techniques about the
representation of war and its effects on the urban image and about the recovery of the traces of city memory on the
one hand the field of digital humanities opens up new perspectives to study the image of the city before during and
after the war on the other hand digital technologies engage academics and researchers from various disciplines in
particular in the area of drawing the role of representation in the formulation of urban defence projects and in the
documentation of wartime events and the traces left behind by conflicts is explored while in the area of conservation
the theoretical and practical challenges imposed by the damage caused by conflicts to historic centres are explored
reviewing case studies solutions and debates relating to the conservation of urban heritage involved in wartime
actions with a focus on identity and collective memory

Catania

2023-07-11

set me as a seal upon thy heart constructions of female sanctity in late antiquity the middle ages and the early modern
period is a collection of essays focusing on saintly women s representations both in eastern and western christianity
starting from late antiquity to the high middle ages and early modernity the volume discusses two different
categories in relation to the conceptualization of female sanctity the context of their construction in hagiographic
sources and the emergent power rendered by their martyrdoms it offers a transdisciplinary perspective on the
present research carried out in the fields of hagiography history and art history
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Southern Europe in the Age of Revolutions

2020-03-04

the history of the jews in sicily covers a period of over a thousand years from antiquity to the expulsion based on some
40 000 archival records most of them hitherto unpublished it illustrates the political legal economic social and religious
vicissitudes of the jewish minority and its relations with the surrounding majority of romans moslems and christians
while the antecedents of the jewish presence on the island are shrouded in mystery more and more historical records
surface with the passage of time

Relics, Shrines and Pilgrimages

1884

Atti parlamentari

2016-12-30

Rivista Studi Bizantini e Neoellenici n. 52

2021-07-26

Structural Studies, Repairs and Maintenance of Heritage Architecture XVII &
Earthquake Resistant Engineering Structures XIII

2016-10-24

Fables of the Law

1995-09-07

The Decline and Fall of Medieval Sicily

2006

La musica sacra a Catania tra Ottocento e Novecento. L'archivio musicale del
seminario arcivescovile di Catania

2011
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Governare la crescita urbana

1917

Rivista popolare di politica, lettere e scienze sociali

2023-06-09

Disaster Resilience and Human Settlements

2019-11-20

The Urban Logistic Network

2013-03-01

2012

2002

Vincenzo Bellini

1888

La vita e le opere di Giovanni Agostino de Cosmi

2023-12-31

Città e guerra : difese, distruzioni, permanenze delle memorie e dell’immagine
urbana. Tomo II : tracce e patrimoni

2018-12-31

Set Me as a Seal upon Thy Heart

2011-04-11

Between Scylla and Charybdis

1929
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La proprieta edilizià italiana rivista mensile

1980
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